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“Knowing is the key to caring, and with caring there is hope
that people will be motivated to take positive actions.
They might not care even if they know,
but they can’t care if they are unaware.”
- Sylvia A Earle, The World Is Blue: How Our Fate and the Ocean’s Are One
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
Opening
The oceans are a key element for the existence of life on Earth. They cover 71
percent of the planet and play many roles within the climate. It is one of the largest
carbon sinks on Earth and our ocean currents help regulate temperature by their
distribution of solar radiation hitting the Earth’s surface. These vital oceans also contain
one of the most diverse ecosystems in the world — coral reefs.
With over 3000 reef systems on the planet, these systems support and house more
species per unit area than any other marine environment. However, with their fragile
nature, they are hypersensitive to climate change. They are vulnerable to water pollution,
disease, and above all, rising sea surface temperatures. When corals get stressed by
increased temperature, they expel Zooxanthellae — a special alga — that live in their
tissue. This causes them to turn completely white in color, a condition called “coral
bleaching.” A bleached coral is not dead, but it is in a very fragile state where if the
bleaching phase does not reverse by a certain time period, the coral will likely die
(Weston, 2000). It is similar to a human having a virus that can weaken their immune
system and make them more susceptible to mortality. With Earth’s temperatures rising, it
is not simply observed in the air. More than 90 percent of the heat trapped by greenhouse
gas emissions has been absorbed into our oceans and thus, our coral reefs are in danger.
The question I will focus on in the design of my capstone project is how can experiential
education on the topic of coral reef restoration increase the investment of land-locked,
middle school students in marine conservation?
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As one who grew up far from any ocean, I spent my entire childhood education
without any proper knowledge of the oceans except for what I sought out on the
Discovery Channel. Granted, this was over 20 years ago, but I wonder what my education
would have included if I had grown up along an ocean coastline. I think of myself as a bit
of a rarity falling in love with the marine world as I did without any formal introduction.
Perhaps times were simpler then and I was allotted more freedom to be curious about
things that were not in my grasp. Although nowadays, students have the internet with
Google, Wikipedia, and endless videos on YouTube at their fingertips. It is not
necessarily about having the means to show students photos, videos, or provide them
texts on the marine environment, but more so about giving them a hands-on encounter.
Experiences that teach us something occur every day. Every single day. Whether
you experience the calculation of fractions or experience what happens when you try to
hold on to your cup of hot coffee when you sneeze. With these daily experiences,
learning is often found riding “shotgun,” and it will vary how much of something is
learned and how well something is learned. The variable to determine the success of the
aforementioned, italicized adverbs is, in my opinion, how something is learned which
brings about experiential learning. If you think back on one of the more intriguing,
engaging, and memorable learning experiences you have ever undergone, chances are, it
involved hands-on, experiential learning. When we become a part of what we are
discovering and put our different senses in the game by witnessing it with our own eyes
(outside from a page or screen), and/or touching it, smelling it, tasting it, feeling it, our
whole body can be involved in recalling these facts along with our memory (Shams &
Seitz, 2008). If I want students to fully grasp the importance of animal rescue and
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adoption, I would not solely rely on the dispiriting commercials of woeful animals as
Sarah McLachlan sings a heart-tugging tune. To surpass that level, I would bring the
students on a tour to an animal shelter and even have them volunteer to receive more of
a firsthand experience. However, when the topic at hand is not easily accessible, it can
be difficult to achieve that true experience and understanding can be problematic, which
is why I focus specifically on land-locked students for my capstone project.
Chapter One Overview
Chapter One of my capstone project consists of four different sections. I begin
with insight into who I am and why I have the prowess to speak on my topic. I provide
information on both my personal history and professional history and how it connects
with the marine world, as well as my education and teaching experience. The second
portion of the chapter involves a deep look into my adventures and field experience with
coral reef restoration. The third portion answers what my motivation is behind this
project, although all sections of this chapter will lead the reader into the why and what,
and for whom my project is directed for. Finally, I will give a summary of this chapter
and provide a short introduction of chapter two as well as an outline of the remainder of
my capstone.
Scuba Background
I was adopted from South Korea when I was 6-months old to white parents with
Norwegian and Dutch heritage who lived in the small town of Little Falls located in
central Minnesota. I grew up with my older brother who was also adopted from South
Korea three years before me. Together, we learned to make our own fun due to my
family’s financial circumstances; I never learned to do the activities that many other
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Minnesota kids enjoy, such as ice skating or water skiing. Instead, there would be trips
to the beach during the summer months, even though my parents did not swim, because
it was a free activity. Once we arrived, I did not remove myself from the lake until it was
time to return home. Would there be snack time? Yes. Did it require me to get out of the
water? Yes. Would I have a snack? No. My parents could not afford swimming lessons
so I was a self-taught swimmer who turned out to be a natural fish. (It wasn’t until I was
much older that I found out swimming lessons were one of those normal milestones in a
child’s life.) My grandmother confided in me one day after she had taken me to the
beach, that she would be a ball of nerves because I liked to swim underwater. I found
swimming like a dolphin quite enjoyable as I could cover much more distance along
with one solid breath-hold. I’d go below the surface and my grandma’s eyes would
anxiously scan the surface of the water and wait until my head popped up far from
where I submerged. Luckily for her, there were not many black-haired children in central
Minnesota, which aided in her spotting me amidst all the light brown and blond-haired
kids.
I don’t know why I loved the water so much as a kid. I read an article once about
the female divers of Jeju, South Korea, known as haenyeos who have a traditional
profession on the island of Jeju (Cateneo, 2017). These haenyeos have scrimped a living
by plunging into the cold, ocean water to gather its edible treasures and sell them. As I
have no clue about my birth parents (I was left on the front step of an orphanage), I like
to fantasize that I am a descendant of a great haenyeo, but I’ll never really know. What I
did know back then was that I wanted to learn how to scuba dive and I had an immense
longing for that certification. However, I knew neither parent would be able to put money
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towards such an expensive hobby, so I was able to let it go. Instead, I would simply enjoy
my beach swims and hours fishing with my dad where I spent more time staring down
into the water than at my bobber.
My father always supported my adventurous side. I was invariably permitted to
get as dirty as I wished, tearing up the back yard or venturing off into the wooded areas
when we were camping; simple places where I would dream big. I was quite the opposite
of my older, level-headed brother. Where he was working hard in sales to afford the best
clothing and the high-priced TV and vehicle, I was working hard to save money for that
scuba certification. I moved to a small town in western Colorado for a job teaching
middle school band after earning my BA in music performance and K-12 instrumental
music education and although music was a strong love of mine, my soul always stayed
with nature, and more specifically, the marine world.
At my school, I worked with a woman who had received her scuba certification
earlier that year and she recommended her instructor to me. He was a former U.S. Marine
with a gruff voice accompanied by a soft demeanor who empathized with the meager
wages of teachers, and so, he offered a wonderful teacher discount. With that good
fortune and my squirreling away of funds, I was able to enroll in my Open Water
certification. Finally, something that I had longed for since I was a child was coming to
fruition.
I recall finding the scuba certification nothing short of second nature to me. My
first dive trip shortly after my certification was in Cozumel, Mexico. I had never been to
the ocean before and from the moment my head plunged below the surface, I was
hooked. There was no room for nervousness as I was pumped full of pure excitement.
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Three months later, I had completed my Advanced Open Water certification. Eighteen
months after that, I completed my Rescue Diver certification. Fast forward to now and I
have 20 more certification qualifications to my name including Staff Instructor and
technical diving qualifications. I have taught and certified 362 divers from open water
diver to divemaster and hold what I can estimate is over 4,000 logged dives. I think it is
fair to say I have earned a set of gills and would fit in well with the haenyeos.
Experiential Education
Being a kid who loved to get her hands dirty, I excelled when my learning
consisted of not only reading or watching but doing. The more opportunities I had to
build something, or to operate a device, or to physically move--in short, the more
opportunities I had to use all of my senses--the more likely I was to learn and retain the
relevant information. Perhaps this is why I was drawn to music. Not only did it evoke my
ears but I was also involved in the creation of it. Playing the clarinet, the sounds and
notes originated because of what I was doing. My breath blowing into the instrument, the
way I formed my embouchure, the movement, and placement of my fingers. I loved
hearing techniques and having the ability to immediately execute what was being taught.
I continued with music into my undergraduate degree where I earned my bachelor of arts
degree in music. After graduation, I had a short stint teaching music at a charter school
and I was also a full-time substitute teacher for someone on maternity leave at a
vocational school for high school-aged students to young adults. As I struggled to feel
fulfilled in those positions, I attended a job fair where I found the middle school band
director position in the small, Colorado town. I accepted the position with only a phone
interview and made the 17-hour drive to my new teaching job.
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It was in land-locked Colorado when I began my education journey in scuba
diving. Quite bizarre for scuba to be in the mountains, but Colorado offers heaps of
adventurous opportunities. I was teaching in a low-paying school district but still, put
aside money to pay for that first scuba certification course. In so many ways, I found
learning scuba was a similar experience to learning music because the focus was always
on doing things. Listen, then do this. Watch, then do that. There were sessions in the
classroom with lectures and exams, but in the pool, each skill would consist of a short
briefing, a demonstration, and then it was time to take action. Recalling the intricate dive
theory throughout the course was occasionally a challenge, but ask me the steps of how to
properly acquire my dive buddy’s alternate air source and then safely ascend? Not a
problem. I strongly believe that when learning involves more than just the mind, it can
become embedded far deeper and dwell for far longer than to only reappear for a test. It
can become a lifelong memory.
Teaching. During my 5 years in Colorado, I taught middle school band and
general music. During my tenure, I grew and developed my band program starting a jazz
band, marching band, and a Junk Band. The Junk Band focused on learning different
rhythmic patterns, hearing multiple timbres, identifying when you were the melody and
when to play under another instrument. Large, Rubbermaid bins, aluminum trash cans,
wood planks, old sawhorses, scraps of metal poles, and a variety of sticks and bangers
were our instruments. We were loud but we were learning in our actions and experience;
learning by doing and holding on to that knowledge. With our engagement in these
hands-on experiences, our capacity to retain the learned knowledge was enhanced (Eyler,
2009). I struggled with teaching general music class as the curriculum always seemed to
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revolve around the music theory and music history side and the only experiential,
hands-on learning involved was the unit that involved the dreaded recorder. Yes, that
awful, plastic arbalest which made you long for the sounds of crying crows after 5
minutes of hearing someone “play” it. Because of the requirement that all students had to
play an instrument, my Junk Band was formed and the recorders took a long, needed rest
in the music storage closet.
Another experiential teaching experience I had was during my journey to attain
my BA degree. I would combat the school months and catch up with my more audacious
side in the summer months. Between the school years, I was a canoe guide at a remote
camp in the Lake of the Woods for children aged 13 to 18, and then later years I guided in
the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness for adults. These were trips of five to six
days where I taught canoeing and general wilderness survival. My camps were anything
but ostentatious and I loved teaching people serious camping and outdoor skills as I
educated them about the environment with a focus on preservation and leave-no-trace
practices. What made it all so beautiful was that these continuous lessons would come
about naturally, in the moment, throughout the days; a more natural way to teach and
learn.
Although I loved teaching music and treasured the availability of outdoor
adventure in Colorado, I could never fully rinse the saltwater out of my mind. I spent my
spare moments doing research online for the world’s top dive destinations when
wanderlust blindsided me and I could not shake the feeling. I had comfort, stability, and
tenure at my school but the ocean was calling and I could no longer ignore my passion.
Finally, in the middle of my 5th year of teaching band, I made the bittersweet decision to
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submit my resignation and I began to set up my move to Koh Tao, Thailand. It was on
that small island of Koh Tao where I began the next leg of my life and became a scuba
instructor.
Expeditions and Reef Restoration.
My time in the scuba industry consisted of over 9 years where I worked and lived
in the astonishing places people go for a tropical holiday. In those 9 years, I dived in 10
different countries and 11 different bodies of water. The last 5 years abroad I spent in Fiji
first working as a dive center manager then later moving up as the resort general
manager. When people find out my scuba background, a question that usually follows is,
“So, where’s the most amazing place you’ve ever been diving?” My answer is always the
same; a question to answer their question: “In terms of what?” There are reefs that are
practically rubble but have endless pelagic fish. Reefs with the most beautiful hard coral
gardens, soft corals, gin-clear visibility, shark communities, macro life, phenomenal
topography; the categories are endless. When I first began diving, I was enamored by
everything, but mainly marine megafauna, the big-ticket creatures: sharks, rays, turtles,
anything large and easy to see. The more I dove and gained experience, my intrigue
narrowed down to macro life (the smaller the better) and corals. Though not the focus for
many divers, I find corals to be these impressive animals that are often acknowledged,
but not fawned upon as much as a sea turtle. To me, corals deserve our utmost respect
and attention, because, without them, there would be a multitude of catastrophic issues.
Numerous marine species would die with the loss of their source of food and shelter, the
water would become detestably murky without the filter-feeding and cleaning of the
corals, coastlines would no longer be protected by flooding and storms and this immense
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erosion would push island residents inland or leave them without homes. Overall, the
entire marine ecosystem would be destroyed and without seafood and fish as a means of
food, it could cause a global food crisis (Loria, 2018; Mei, 2018).
The last resort I worked at and lived in was in Fiji’s Northern Division on a
remote island called Qamea. The resort’s house reef (the reef right off the resort’s main
beach) left something to be desired and my heart would lament when I looked at old
photos of the reef from long before my time there. I wondered what had happened to the
stunning coral life long ago trapped in a photograph. In the month before my arrival,
there had been Tropical Cyclone Winston — a category 5 and the most intense cyclone to
hit the southern hemisphere. Had the cyclone played a role in the decimation of the reef?
I had no solid answers, but various factors which I believed all participated in the demise.
The main culprit I deduced was the Crown-of-Thorns starfish that lives off of and
devours hard corals. Outbreaks of these spiky stars have been known to destroy up to 95
percent of a hard coral reef.
I had read articles about coral reef restoration projects and underwater coral
nurseries. I decided I had nothing to lose and used my prior knowledge along with tips I
found via a Google search, to make an underwater hard coral nursery just offshore of the
resort’s beach. I made a frame out of PVC pipe scraps and anchored it down with cinder
blocks. I attached empty juice bottles to the top of the frame and once underwater, filled
them with air to create lift so the frame would remain upright, almost hovering in
midwater. A rope was spliced from one side to the other as the garden’s rows and I
ventured to a healthy reef with similar depth and current pattern to harvest my
“seedlings.” The mother coral needed to be a certain size to not cause permanent damage
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as you break off a small piece of coral. I also picked up already broken, but still living
coral from the seafloor. My 30 seedlings returned to the nursery where I untwisted the
rope just enough to shove the little coral pieces in as seen in Figure 1. That was it. I had
my nursery.

Figure 1 - Coral nursery, Fiji (own photo).
It was in October of 2016 when I created my coral nursery. In September 2018 —
just under two years — I removed my grown coral babies (Figure 2) and “planted” them
in an area of the house reef (Figure 3). They had grown 15 to 20 times their original size!
I could have removed them and planted them earlier, but the life of a luxury resort
general manager gave little time for play.
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Figure 2 - Harvesting the corals, Fiji (own photo).

Figure 3 - Planting corals, Fiji (own photo).
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Three months after planting, they were still going strong, as shown in Figure 4, having
fully attached themselves to where I planted them and were already housing a variety of
marine residents. On my deathbed, I know I will still consider this to be one of my more
enjoyable endeavors.

Figure 4 - Thriving corals, Fiji (own photo).
Motivation
My love for teaching parallels my love for our underwater ecosystem. From a
young age, I was somehow drawn, dare I say, naturally, to the environment under the
surface. Perhaps growing up in the “land of 10,000 lakes” with a father who also
possessed a fondness for the water — albeit, always remaining above the surface —
served as my accomplice for this passion and intrigue. Though there may be other young
people similar to me, my desire is to grant some knowledge of the marine environment
along with an experience of coral reef restoration to more than the random outlier. If
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those who live near the sea can become invested in its well-being, my hope is it will
increase the number of those who will help protect it.
For Whom?
My capstone project will be a hands-on experience offered at an environmental
learning center for middle school-aged students who are captivated by experiential
education and creative learning. This project will outline a coral nursery creation and
maintenance within the facility and be paired with lessons on general coral reef
knowledge, why coral reefs are vital to the ecosystem, and why students should take part
in protecting our oceans and reefs. Students will also see firsthand how the changes in the
ocean environment can drastically affect coral health and growth.
Summary
As I reflect on my journey through education, teaching, and my love for the
marine environment, it is clear to me how I have arrived here with the desire to educate
others on marine conservation regardless of their location on our planet. My gained
knowledge from my scuba experiences and travel has splendidly intermingled with my
experiential teaching experiences and practices. The researchconductedforthisproject
willbebeneficialforthosewhoareinterestedin teaching byexperiential learning to
expand the knowledge of land-locked students to the vital marine world.
Beforemoving into chapter two, here is a brief outline of the next 3 chapters.
Chaptertwois aliteraturereview where I state why coral reefs are so vital to our
ecosystem and share methods of coral reef restoration with the best practices that lead to
higher success in coral growth. I present ocean literacy and how it is almost nonexistent
in our schools and then explore what past researchers have written about the benefits of
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experiential learning. Chapter three consists of a detailed project description and
explanation and provides answers to the who, what, when, where, how, and why of the
question, how can experiential education on the topic of coral reef restoration increase
the investment of land-locked, middle school students in marine conservation? Finally, I
conclude with chapter four as I reflect on my project as a whole and share how my
capstone project can be a great benefit to environmental educators who want to bridge the
gap to the marine environment.
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CHAPTER TWO
Literature Review
Introduction
If you were to ask a group of inland, middle school students to tell you about the
oceans and coral reefs, you will likely receive answers that stem from the movie, Finding
Nemo: pretty fish, sharks, sea turtles, colorful corals, and warm, clear water. If you then
ask those same students how often they think about our oceans and coral reefs and what
they do in their life choices to protect them, you will likely be received with blank stares
and shoulder shrugs. This is no fault of the students, as when something is generally out
of sight, it is out of mind. Teaching marine education in our schools can provide an
awareness of our oceans and the planet’s overall marine health, which can influence our
students to make ocean-friendly choices in their actions and purchases. This, in turn, can
serve as a foundation for them to make informed decisions that may benefit the marine
environment. These lessons, however, can be more impactful when paired with hands-on
experience and in some way, bringing the ocean world into the classroom can hold more
value than reading an article or watching a video alone. If the students can experience the
marine environment, the learned lessons can be far more effective and become deeply
embedded into their consciousness.
This literature review explores a combination of academic literature related to the
research question, how can experiential education on the topic of coral reef restoration
increase the investment of land-locked, middle school students in marine conservation?
There are multiple components to this question and here they are explored in further
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detail beginning with the science of the invaluable reef ecosystems on our planet and how
to create awareness and a strong level of care for them in our schools.
Chapter Outline
The first subtopic discussed in this literature review focuses on the value of coral
reefs and the need for coral reef restoration. With the various anthropogenic causes and
climate change, the world’s reef systems are in danger and if they become decimated, it
will lead to disastrous repercussions. The second part of this section discusses reef
protection movements with coral reef restoration methods and practices. Coral reef
restoration projects are quickly becoming an established, calculated reef management
response to help counter the dramatic declines of corals worldwide.
The second subtopic of this literature review looks into ocean literacy in the
school systems. Environmental education, in general, is often placed far behind other
focuses in school as it is not part of the standardized test curriculum and non-coastal
schools may not touch on the marine environment at all. Understanding our oceans is
necessary to value and protect our planet. The health of our oceans and the prosperity of
humankind are interconnected, and this section presents how society is quite ocean
illiterate and lacks a basic understanding of the marine environment or its connection to
terrestrial environments. The second part of this section explores the challenges of a
proper and veritable marine science education and why it is not prominent in schools.
The final subtopic addressed by this literature review is the advantages and
challenges of experiential learning. Experiential learning is learning by doing and this
section explores what experiential education is, its effectiveness, and how using this
method in conjunction with a coral reef nursery project will connect land-locked students
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to the ocean. The second part of this section identifies some possible challenges and
ethical issues educators can face with an experiential learning curriculum.
The Value of Coral Reefs
Corals are living, long-lived creatures with most growing slowly at a rate of about
1 to 5 centimeters per year. If the reef systems in our oceans were to disappear, it would
create a ripple effect of devastation for the marine ecosystem. Often referred to as the
“rainforests of the ocean” (Swart, 2013), these systems support and house more species
per unit area than any other marine environment. Roughly 25% of our ocean’s fish
depend on the health and vitality of the planet’s coral reefs (NOAA, 2019). Various
marine species use the reefs for shelter, to find food, and rely on the reef’s abundant
crevices and gaps for their reproduction and when they rear their young. Aside from
marine species, coral reefs are also vastly important to topside species.
Reef systems support local communities as a source of food and provide jobs,
they help protect coastlines from flooding and rapid erosion which is heightened by
storms and other natural disasters, and corals are also a source of medicines. Antiviral
drugs such as AZT and anti-cancer drugs are some of the earliest modern medicines that
came about from coral sponges in Caribbean coral reefs (Bruckner, 2002). Coral
reef-related tourism is also a prime, nature-based tourist draw as it attracts both domestic
and foreign patrons with a lofty revenue, in over 100 countries and a multitude of
territories (Spalding et al., 2017). The estimated net economic value of the planet’s coral
reefs is nearly tens of billions of U.S. dollars per year (UN Environment et al., 2018).
Threats to Coral Reefs
Sadly, because of various anthropogenic causes such as climate change, the health
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and abundance of the world’s coral reefs decline more each year (Weston, 2000). When
there are unfavorable changes in the conditions of the ocean such as temperature, light, or
nutrients, corals can become stressed. When this happens, they expel symbiotic algae that
live in their tissues; this causes the corals to turn completely white. This event is referred
to as coral bleaching (NOAA, 2021). There are copious amounts of large coral bleaching
events that serve as a gateway to widespread coral mortality, as well as ocean
acidification which has materialized as a major jeopardization to the survival of our reefs.
One of Earth’s largest carbon sinks is the ocean; that is to say, it absorbs more carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere than it releases. This causes the ocean to become more
acidic from the planet’s rising level of greenhouse gases and this increasing amount of
CO2 in the ocean impacts shellfish and corals as it hinders their ability to build and grow.
This, in turn, continues to cause issues for the entire marine ecosystem and its food chain.
Though coral reef ecosystems have been around for over 240 million years, they are quite
fragile. As Swart (2013) states in the journal Coral Reefs: Canaries of the Sea,
Rainforests of the Oceans:
The paradox of coral reefs is that, although they are highly diverse ecosystems,
contain an abundance of organic material, and are highly productive, they exist in
essentially oligotrophic environments. The analogy is often drawn to tropical
rainforests, which are also extremely diverse and exist in nutrient-poor conditions.
The key to the existence of coral reefs rests in the rapid recycling of nutrients
between all the components of the community. If this balance is disturbed — for
example by the addition of nutrients in excess from an outside source — the
ecosystem frequently declines. (Swart, 2013, p. 5)
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There are also local threats to coral reefs which are a result of development and
overexploitation. This is from pollution, run-off from farms, and the over-utilization of
the reef’s natural resources. Overfishing occurs from both the high-profile seafood
companies and locals with the desire to sustain their community’s diets, resulting in fish
being cleared from the reef communities. This mass abolition of fish upsets the coral
reef’s delicate balance. The ecosystem and food chain become dismantled and there may
be many more serious repercussions that are unable to be perceived in our present time.
Restoring Corals
In recent years, coral reef restoration programs have expanded in many reef
regions as a result of the worldwide decline in corals and coral health. The main intention
of restoration programs is to protect endangered coral species and assist in the recovery
of damaged or unhealthy reefs. Many also work to educate local residents, as well as the
general public, to enhance conservation stewardship and uplift development in reef
restoration to increase the level of interest by local communities (Hein et al., 2020).
Though these restoration programs have become more established and popular over the
years, they are still in their infancy and marine scientists are a far cry from the ability to
completely recreate a fully functioning reef ecosystem (Edwards & Gomez, 2007).
Types of Coral Restoration. The Coral Reef Targeted Research & Capacity
Building for Management Programme defined restoration as “the act of bringing a
degraded ecosystem back into, as nearly as possible, its original condition” (Edwards &
Gomez, 2007, p. 3). Most restoration projects do not require much attendance after they
have matured. There are two types of restoration: passive and active. Passive restoration
is where there is a removal of a causative factor causing damage, such as Crown of
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Thorns sea stars which prey on corals. Once removed from the site, the hope is for an
increase in coral health without direct seeding or planting of corals. This type of
restoration is applied to areas where there is less damage, whereas active restoration (also
known as direct restoration), is carried out with augmentations or reintroductions to the
coral reef system and is necessary for sites where it is highly unlikely for unassisted
natural recovery (Boström-Einarsson et al., 2018).
Coral Aquaculture and Nurseries
Coral aquaculture, more commonly referred to as “coral gardening” or “coral
farming,” is cultivating coral fragments specifically for the process of active coral reef
restoration. The technique of coral aquaculture was based on silviculture — a process
where trees grow from seeds in nurseries, only to be later transplanted to a forest
undergoing degradation (Rinkevich, 2000, as cited in Boström-Einarsson et al., 2018). In
the nursery phase, corals can be raised in a land-based (ex situ) or field-based (in situ)
nursery depending on available conditions. Land-based nurseries incorporate propagation
tanks for controlled environments and conditions (see Figure 5). There are a variety of
field-based nurseries that have been developed to tailor to a multitude of environmental
conditions. These nurseries can be on a firm structure with a foundation of a heavy base
or concrete block (see Figure 6), a table or a frame (see Figure 7), or a mid-water
structure such as ropes or PVC pipes, which is known as a coral reef nursery “tree” (see
Figure 8).
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Figure 5 - Coral propagation tanks (Source: Martin, 2021)

Figure 6 - Firm block field-based nursery (Source: Conservation Diver, 2021)
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Figure 7 - Table field-based nursery (Source: Conservation Diver, 2021)

Figure 8 - Tree field-based nursery (Source: Conservation Diver Indonesia, 2021)
In a study by Becker and Mueller (2001), little difference was present between the
ex situ and in situ nurseries in terms of survival and growth of the corals. The methods of
coral reef restoration are firmly established through practice and have been vetted
through evaluation. There are a multitude of restoration efforts around the globe in
response to the decline in the health of our coral reef systems. Though many strategies
and projects can help make a difference, restoration should only be viewed as an
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alternative approach to maintaining and preserving coral reef habitats. The primary
course of action is to increase the capacity and awareness of marine conservation
knowledge and practices, and through education, we can build stewards of the ocean
environment regardless of their proximity to the ocean.
Ocean Literacy
The health of our oceans and the prosperity of humankind are interconnected,
therefore, understanding our oceans is essential to behold the planet on which we live.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) supports the definition
of ocean literacy as “an understanding of the ocean’s influence on you—and your
influence on the ocean” (Carley et al., 2013, p. 2). Furthermore, an ocean-literate person:
● understands the fundamental concepts about the functioning of the ocean;
● can communicate about the ocean in a meaningful way;
● is able to make informed and responsible decisions regarding the ocean and its
resources.
The need for ocean literacy grows more critical every year with the increased
environmental stresses and global implications. Though there is a multitude of scientific
research regarding our oceans, there remains a disconnect between scientists’ studies and
public education of ocean sciences. The Pew Oceans Commission (2003) recommended
the enactment of the National Ocean Policy Act (NOPA) to focus on the protection,
maintenance, and restoration of marine ecosystems. Along with the commission’s review
of pollution, coastal development, marine aquaculture, invasive species, and other
hindrances to the oceans, it was also determined there was a need for ocean literacy in the
schools. Our students being the rising generation of voting citizens will one day be
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responsible to demonstrate responsible behavior concerning the oceans. The Pew
Commission’s NOPA also reported:
To create a new national ocean policy that restores and maintains ocean
ecosystems, we will need more than new laws and institutions. We must also build
a national constituency for the oceans that includes all Americans, whether we
live along the coast or in the Rocky Mountains. We must prepare today’s children
to be tomorrow’s ocean stewards. (p. 91)
Along with these reports, ocean environmental educators throughout the country
acknowledge this shortfall in school systems and while there have been some efforts to
promote the inclusion of marine education in learning opportunities, there is not a strong
enough association between ocean protection and education.
Principles of Ocean Literacy
In October of 2004, roughly 100 ocean science representatives who also
possessed expertise in ocean education, as well as education policy, joined together for
online workshops to hold a series of discussions to address ocean literacy as a means to
develop a community consensus on ocean literacy (Cava et al., 2005). This working
group identified key ocean concepts for incorporation in the K-12 curriculum that would
also align with the National Science Education Standards (NSES). This continued into
late April of 2005 and what resulted from this comprehensive process was the creation of
the definition, principles, and concepts of ocean literacy as stated in Science Content and
Standards for Ocean Literacy: A Report on Ocean Literacy (Cava et al., 2005, p. 5).
Every ocean literate person should understand these key seven principles that support the
definition of ocean literacy:
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1. The Earth has one big ocean with many features.
2. The ocean and life in the ocean shape the features of the Earth.
3. The ocean is a major influence on weather and climate.
4. The ocean makes the Earth habitable.
5. The ocean supports a great diversity of life and ecosystems.
6. The ocean and humans are inextricably interconnected.
7. The ocean is largely unexplored.
The workshops of 2004 to 2005 exemplified how ocean literacy can be paramount in
meeting the NSES content standards by schools. By developing the seven principles, a
giant stride has been made toward turning ocean literacy into a more featured subject in
science education.
Ocean Literacy in U.S. Schools
Surveys from the Ocean Project in 1999 reveal that ocean literacy is quite low
among adults in the United States and overall, the well-being of our oceans tends to be a
low priority for many Americans (Steel et al., 2005). This is a continuation of the lack of
ocean literacy in U.S. schools as ocean sciences are not usually included in the United
States educational process, and if they are, it is only as an ancillary elective. Ocean
science is not part of the standard educational curriculum in grade school or teacher
training programs. It is still a relatively new discipline and therefore, state and national
standards disregard ocean studies (Plankis & Marrero, 2010).
A concerning dissociation Americans have is the poor comprehension of how
carbon pollution, climate change, and the oceans relate to one another. Though much of
the public will express that they find climate change to be a troubling environmental
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issue, there is a lack of connection between the health of the oceans, carbon pollution,
and climate change (Ocean Project, 2009b, as cited in Plankis & Marrero, 2010). A more
recent national study on ocean literacy reveals the continuation of these tendencies:
Not much progress has been made in the last 10 years in increasing either the
literacy of the American public about the ocean or awareness and concern about
the environmental issues threatening the future of a healthy, life-sustaining ocean.
(Ocean Project, 2009a, p. 2, as cited in Plankis & Marrero, 2010)
To persuade the public that the health of the ocean is a serious issue, guidelines need to
be administered to raise the level of concern and to increase the priority of ocean literacy
in the classroom, not only in the US but throughout the world.
Challenges of Ocean Literacy Education in Schools
A large, consistent obstacle with ocean literacy is that teachers have very little
time to give attention to topics that are not part of the educational standards. From the
time the No Child Left Behind Act was implemented, science education has been placed
second to required subjects that have test focuses such as language arts and mathematics
(Gruenewald & Manteaw, 2007). The desire of ‘closing the achievement gap’ became
calculated by standardized tests which were devoid of environmental content. Strong
pressures of accountability were exhibited in schools as well as in parent organizations
such as the North American Association of Environmental Education (NAAEE) where a
trend was developed: If teachers or educational leaders wanted to support environmental
education, they had to show that it would also foster quantifiable student learning in
tested content areas (NAAEE, 2006). Therefore, an ‘achievement game’ developed by
pairing environmental education goals with state standards as a means for getting more
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science and environmental education on the schooling agenda — an unpopular practice
for many educators. When teachers in most public schools do not have the time to take
these extra steps to correlate ocean literacy concepts with standardized test content, ocean
literacy falls behind. A study in 2007 inspected educational standards throughout the US
concerning the 35 Ocean Literacy Fundamental Concepts and found that 10 states
educate on fewer than 5 concepts, and no state addresses more than 20 concepts
(Hoffman & Barstow, 2007, as cited in Plankis & Marrero, 2010).
Teachers have also determined there were various factors that lead to their
obstruction to teach ocean science such as insufficient knowledge of the content,
insufficient interest in the topic from the teacher and/or student, having little relevance to
their core subject matter, the topic not being included in the standards, and the foremost
factor: the lack of an accessible, natural environment to study (Kim & Fortner, 2006).
With increasing urbanization, disconnectedness to the ocean also increases. Due to the
expansive nature of the continental United States, few children, if not adults, have lasting
and adequate exposure to marine environments (Kelly et al., 2021). When there is a
connectedness to nature it can influence the frame of mind and behaviors to support the
natural environment. There needs to be a personal attachment to the ocean environment
for ocean citizenship to be present (McKinley & Fletcher, 2012, as cited by Kelly et al.,
2021).
Increasing students’ interest in the ocean is a challenge with the pressure teachers
face paired with their lack of ocean literacy. However, regardless of where a student
resides —the coast, the mountains, the flatlands— we need to engage our young learners
and provide them with learning experiences that focus on the ocean. When this is
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executed, when they become ocean literate, we help them build their own personal and
meaningful connections to the ocean, and this will, in turn, motivate them and shape their
actions on the ocean’s behalf.
Experiential Education
There are a variety of pedagogical methods to education. Experiential education,
also referred to as experiential learning, is just as it sounds; it is the pedagogical approach
when one is educated through an experience. The learner gains knowledge through
hands-on experience and is involved in an active process of learning. David A. Kolb
(2015) is an educational theorist who stated that this active method of learning can be
described as the process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of
experience, and knowledge results from the combinations of grasping and transforming
the experience (Kolb, 2015). This experiential theory by Kolb has a more comprehensive
technique than other behavioral and cognitive theories. Where behavioral theories tend to
disregard the subjective experience and cognitive theories highlight the mental processes,
the experiential emphasizes how each aspect of the experience — environment, emotions,
awareness — can collectively have an influence on the education process.
Benefits of Experiential Education
When we educate by providing an experience, we engage students through a
direct and active manner where they can build onto their knowledge and experiences, and
as educators, we move away from the static and traditional teaching methods (Dewey,
1938). When this occurs, what proceeds is the student’s reflection on their experience
which increases their understanding and improves retention of knowledge. Combine
different aspects such as listening, talking, seeing, and various movements, and you are
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activating multiple areas of your brain. In turn, the more parts of your brain you activate,
the more likely it is you will retain the information (Dodge, 2009). Along with retention,
there are many other benefits to experiential education (Gerstein, 2016) which include:
● an increase in motivation and engagement;
● involvement of most of the senses;
● building of social and emotional skills;
● expanding critical thinking skills;
● accepting mistakes as a natural part of learning;
● preparation for real life.
Motivation and engagement. When learning by doing, students are dependent on
their capabilities to learn which then helps them build confidence as they actively engage
in their learning. They become more personally invested in their education which can
also inspire them to seek out additional knowledge (Haury & Rillero, 2012). Philippe
Fernandez-Fournier is the co-founder of Wide Open Projects — a non-profit conservation
organization that works with students of various ages to focus on topics of conservation
awareness, coral reef restoration, and community development (Clark, 2020).
Fernandez-Fournier finds hands-on projects such as creating coral nurseries far more
engaging for students than sitting in a classroom or a lab, and he aims to target students’
passions to become green ambassadors of change.
Multiple senses. Experiential education promotes students to use various senses
in their learning process. Aside from seeing and listening, touch and movement are
included which turns the education experience into multisensory learning. This type of
learning engrosses the senses to promote learning comprehension on multiple levels
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(RAFT, 2013). To grow corals in a nursery, there is countless movement and utilization of
various senses with the assembly of the propagation tank, the use of sea salts, the
temperature and scent of the water, the look and feel of the various corals, and the careful
observation of the coral fragments.
Social and Emotional Skills. The nature of experiential learning encourages
social interaction where students work together and set goals. When the learning is more
student-centered and student-driven, the students develop persistence and tolerance for
frustration, as well as coping with and handling the emotions which may arise in their
hands-on learning (Kolb, 2015). When thinking of students working in a group project,
not all students will see eye-to-eye and they will approach situations differently. As a
team, they will be working together to achieve one common goal without a teacher
delegating every decision.
Critical Thinking Skills. According to The Foundation of Critical Thinking
(2019), critical thinking is when one actively and skillfully conceptualizes, applies,
analyzes, synthesizes, and/or evaluates information derived from, or generated by,
observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication. Students face
challenges and problems first-hand in experiential learning which leads students to
reevaluate, investigate, and make adjustments to solve problems. For example, a group of
students is attempting to grow coral fragments in a coral nursery propagation tank. The
fragments begin to grow but after a few passing weeks, the students notice their corals
begin to turn pale in color. This is where the group will use critical thinking as they need
to collaborate, analyze, troubleshoot, and problem-solve to uncover why this is occurring.
Learning From Mistakes. When the experiential learning environment is
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established appropriately, it holds the understanding that students are permitted to explore
and practice their ideas and skills without the looming fear of backlash from any
mistakes. This responsibility of the experiential learning environment contributes to the
active participation in their discovery and supports their investment to learn not only
from successes but also from natural consequences and mistakes. Mistakes are the
essence of learning (Cure et al., 2018).
Lifelong Learning. Exam-based curriculum with a general transmission mode of
teaching has dominated the education system for years. This manner of surface learning
is where knowledge is spouted to unquestioning students accompanied by indifference,
disinterest, and a lack of intrinsic motivation (Gatto, 1992, as cited in Richards, 2018).
The key to active learning is through human experience. Activity-based, problem-based,
inquiry-based, and project-based are all forms of experiential learning that encourage
students into deep-level learning which creates learner development from youth to
adulthood and continues further through life (Richards, 2018).
Challenges and Ethical Issues of Experiential Learning
In Kolb’s book on experiential learning (2015), he broke down learning into four
different steps that he identified as watching, thinking (mind), feeling (emotion), and
doing (physical). Though this progressive method of educating has become significantly
influential in youth and adult learning, there are still challenges and apprehensions when
it comes to creating productive, experiential learning lessons to appropriately guide
students’ learning. Teachers need to be knowledgeable and prepared as some experiences
can be mis-educative and can then impede a student’s growth of continued experiences
(Dewey, 1938).
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The Traditional Teacher. If the teacher is more of an authoritarian-style teacher,
they may find the decentralized approach of experiential learning too disorderly and
struggle to steer the students in the right direction. With learning by doing, students are
mobile, active, talking with their peers, and the neat rows of desks and chairs are left
empty. This also requires more patience and tolerance from the teacher who is used to
students sitting passively quiet. Despite studies on experiential learning success,
traditional teaching continues as the model teaching practice even today.
Learning-by-observing remains the familiar technique as there continues to be a lack of
understanding of learning-by-doing (Kraft & Sakofs, 1994).
Vastness of Experiences. Students enter the classroom with diverse backgrounds
and a range of prior knowledge which leaves the teacher a vast range of experiences to
consider. The teacher needs to be imaginative and promote engrossment of the subject
matter by creating the experiences to be beneficial and substantial to the student (Dewey,
1938). If the activity is one the student has previously experienced and achieved, they
will likely be inattentive, whereas if a student cannot identify with the subject matter or
activity due to a total lack of previous exposure, this may also create a challenge.
No One “Right” Answer or “Doing Devices.” Not having a concrete
explanation or answer can become a roadblock for teachers and students. Following the
traditional teaching model, students are taught certainties and though experiential
learning educates students by real-life skill focus, it can be a challenge to move away
from simply teaching facts (Schank, 1995). Teachers may also find it challenging to teach
without, as coined by Roger Schank (1995), doing devices — not having a concrete tool
or method. As he states: “What does it mean to teach literature by doing? It is difficult to
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define what doing might mean with respect to a given subject and to attempt to
implement a realistic sense of doing in a classroom setting” (Schank, 1995, p. 1).
Inadequate Informed Student Choice. In certain experiential learning activities
such as role-playing, the ethical issue arises of whether or not a student can be adequately
informed or given a true choice. One example by Bradford (2018) questioned informed
consent in an experientially-based curriculum. In these activities, some students may find
the exercises stressful, but do the students truly have the option to engage or opt-out even
if the teacher expresses the students have the choice? For example, an experiential
activity on the topic of inclusion and exclusion by Katz (as cited by Brooks-Harris, 1993)
has students stand in a circle facing inward and holding hands, known as the “insiders.”
An “outsider” is then selected to attempt to get into the circle, but the “insiders” need to
prevent the “outsider” from breaching the circle. This activity could be very stressful for
some students as well as trigger strong emotions. How realistic is that choice of not
participating for a student especially if their grade is weighted on class participation?
Herein lies the paradox for the student where they need to engage in the stressing activity
or refuse, which in turn creates stress in terms of their grade.
Fruitless Feedback. There are many types of feedback and methods of providing
feedback. With experiential learning, the opportunity presents itself to witness how
students handle different problems and situations. Part of experiential learning is the
student’s reflection which can begin with feedback provided by their peers. Problems can
arise where the teacher is not present for this as they simply ask students to give each
other feedback about what the other person did that was useful or not useful, or what
someone did well or not. Students are likely unfamiliar with providing constructive
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feedback and instead may make attributions about a classmate’s personality and
motivations (Bradford & Cohen, 1998, as cited in Bradford, 2018). This can lead to
defensiveness and damage student relationships which will only block learning.
How to Apply Experiential Education in the Classroom
The teacher’s goal in experiential education is to get the student to learn not only
from them, but also on their own, from their peers, and the learning environment created
by the teacher. Therefore, the teacher is training the student on a journey of discovery,
reflection, and experimentation. As stated by Honary (2019), this requires two
components: an immersive environment and a proficient facilitating trainer.
Immersive Environment. To make the learning environment suitable for
experiential education, the teacher should consider applying the following to create an
immersive environment (Honary, 2019):
● Match the learning environment to the target environment. If students are
learning about the ocean, they should be taught in a room filled with
photos of the ocean, a video of an underwater scene, or even an ocean
sounds audio.
● Appeal to all senses. Shape the environment to engage as many senses as
possible when relevant. If there is a smell to an ingredient, the student
should experience it. Tactile sensations can also boost learning and recall.
● Create interactions. Set up the classroom to encourage student interaction
instead of a configuration where everyone faces the teacher. The students
should learn from each other as well as the teacher.
● Fill the classroom with related content to explore. Have physical and
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digital materials available for students to explore. This promotes reflective
observation when the students have ample materials to investigate.
● Assist in experimentation. After students have reflected and
conceptualized an idea, they want to test it or experiment to see if their
idea or hypothesis holds. Create the classroom to help with this stage by
having tools, props, software, supplies, internet access, etc. available.
Facilitating Trainer. Altering the traditional teaching role to a facilitating trainer
requires patience and practice. One-directional method of teaching to explain and give
answers by talking then followed by continued talking that turns into a lecture can be a
difficult habit to break free from. To apply Kolb’s experiential model of learning, teachers
should practice as many of the following as possible (Honary, 2019):
● Get students excited. Work to get the student intrigued and enthusiastic
about the subject to create the desire for self-learning.
● Show students the reason to learn. Relate the learning and discoveries to
their role as a student and later as an adult.
● Permit students to explore the topic in their own time. Allow and
encourage students to discover independently after the initial instructions
and guidelines are given.
● Ask leading questions. Help students gain further insight into the subject.
● Include movement. Encourage students to leave their seats, use supplies,
and interactive tools. This also promotes the use of more senses.
● Incorporate useful interactions. Do not simply tell students to find out
about a topic, then talk about it with a classmate. Integrate role play and
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activities to increase curiosity and commitment so students interact with
each other methodically.
● Encourage problem-solving rather than passive listening. Foster critical
thinking and let it be known that mistakes are ok.
● Recognize and commend achievements. Positive feedback and praise
promote students into further exploration, analysis, reflection, and
experimentation.
Middle School Students and Experiential Education
Middle school education is largely unique from elementary school and high
school. The years of middle school are crucial for supporting the social and academic
developmental needs of adolescents, though this ideal was not always at the forefront. In
1964, President Johnson created the Great Society where federal support was provided
towards education to promote high standards and accountability. However, young
adolescents between the ages of 10 to 15 years received minor support (Schaefer et al.,
2016). The 1970s was a time of the middle school movement where efforts were made to
identify and define what the idea of a “middle school” was. This placed emphasis on the
importance of exploratory learning, student engagement, cooperative learning, and moral
education to recognize the diverse needs of children during their young adolescent years.
During the 1990s, the middle school movement prospered with various studies
supporting the need for critical thinking, problem-solving, character development, and
multidisciplinary learning. Child development in the middle years became backed by
neuroscience and advocated that to fully develop the young adolescent brain, middle
schools needed to establish participatory instruction, metacognitive training, and social
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learning where young students would have the opportunity for self-identity and develop
their passion for learning (Robinson, 2017). When these middle schools embraced all the
elements of the middle school movement ideals, mainly critical thinking,
problem-solving, collaborative learning, and character development — aspects prominent
in experiential learning — exemplary progress was made with the students’ development
and success (Anfara, 2001, as cited by Schafer et al., 2016).
Summary
The literature presented in this chapter has illustrated the importance of
experiential learning in middle school student development as well as demonstrated this
pedagogical approach towards teaching in a more dynamic and engaging methodology
than traditional teaching. Prior to this, the importance of increasing ocean literacy was
articulated along with the value that coral reef systems provide to both humanity and the
broader planet in terms of ecosystem services and economic support for communities that
exist near our oceans. Coral reef restoration projects can indeed be an instrument to
increase ocean literacy in middle school students as well as catalyze the next generation
of ocean conservationists.
The next chapter exhibits the theories and framework that generate a project to
answer the research question, how can experiential education on the topic of coral reef
restoration increase the investment of land-locked, middle school students in marine
conservation? The chapter also describes the audience for this project, provides an
outline of the format and content of the unit, and delineates the process of assessment.
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CHAPTER THREE
Project Description
Introduction
Chapter one explored my rationale for choosing the question: How can
experiential education on the topic of coral reef restoration increase the investment of
land-locked, middle school students in marine conservation? According to the presented
research from chapter two, U.S. schools are lacking in their focus on ocean literacy
(Plankis & Marrero, 2010) regardless of their proximity to the ocean. Having a solid
understanding of our oceans is vital for the prosperity of humankind (Carley et al., 2013)
and this can be increased in the U.S. by providing opportunities for young people to be
connected to the ocean. Chapter two also revealed how experiential learning for middle
school students is an effective way to educate them for better retention of the topic as
well as improve student engagement, social and emotional skills, critical thinking skills,
and prepare them for real life (Gerstein, 2016); all valuable learning aspects for young
adolescents (Schaefer et al., 2016).
This chapter identifies the methods used to reach these needs of ocean literacy
and increase the student’s stake in marine conservation through an experiential learning
project of creating multiple coral nurseries. By doing so, we connect students, regardless
of their proximity to the ocean, to a part of the marine world and show them through their
creation, how changes in the ocean can alter the marine ecosystem. This chapter also
presents the framework and strategies used for the project and expounds on the intended
audience demographics, the project setting, and the reasoning which answers the research
question.
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Project Description
I lived and worked in popular scuba diving areas in various countries and saw
firsthand the change in various coral reefs over the years. After learning about corals and
setting up my own coral nursery, my investment in the health of corals and the marine
environment escalated. This capstone project is an experiential education project based
on the topic of ocean literacy where students create their own coral nursery. This project,
paired with introductory knowledge presentations on the ocean ecosystem and coral reefs,
encompasses 4 of the 7 key principles of ocean literacy (Cava et al., 2005):
1. The ocean makes the Earth habitable.
2. The ocean supports a great diversity of life and ecosystems.
3. The ocean and humans are inextricably interconnected.
4.

The ocean is largely unexplored.

This project also coincides with two Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) for
grades 5-8 (NGSS Lead States, 2013):
● MS-LS5; From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes - Growth and
development of organisms
● MS-ESS3; Earth and human activity - Global Climate Change
For the project, two, 20-gallon coral frag propagation tanks are set up and each student
“plants” one soft coral fragment in each tank. Both tanks will begin with the appropriate
water temperature and over the next 4 weeks, the tanks are constantly monitored and the
growth and health of the soft corals are measured and recorded weekly. Tank 1 remains
constant in temperature but intentional alterations are performed with Tank 2. After the
initial 4 weeks, tank 2 undergoes a slow increase in water temperature each week. The
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tanks continue to be monitored over another 4 weeks to see how these environmental
changes affect the growth and overall health of the corals in the different tank
environments. Observations are conducted to see how Tank 2 presents a decline in coral
health and coral growth rate in comparison to Tank 1. For another final 4 weeks, Tank 2
is returned to the ideal water temperature with continued monitoring. Observation of the
corals in Tank 2 continues and any regained health is recorded along with their growth
rate if it is notably slower than Tank 1. The corals that thrive from Tank 1 are shipped to
Florida on a prearranged agreement with the Florida Aquaculture Government division
who provide the overnight freight and take the corals to plant on their neighboring reefs
where they feel there is a need.
Framework and Research
The outline for this capstone project is developed using the Understanding By
Design (UbD) framework which was created by Wiggins & McTighe (2011) and the
backward design method where the final goal is decided first, followed by the creation of
the process to reach the goal. Wiggins and McTighe emphasized comprehension as the
ability to delineate, apply, shift perspective, empathize, and self-assess. The backward
design process consists of three steps. The first step is desired results, which requires
educators to decide the desired outcome. The answers are decided for what the students
should know and understand as well as be able to do as a result of the project. The second
step is evidence which calls for the educator to clarify if the desired outcome was
achieved by an identified assessment. This step encourages educators and students to
reflect on the reason for the project or goal. Was there significant growth in the students’
knowledge and understanding? The third step in the backward design process is learning
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planning which is where the educators plan out the activity or project that assists the
students in reaching the desired goal (Wiggins & McTighe, 2011).
The activities of this capstone project are supported by Kolb’s theory of
experiential learning where the learner gains knowledge through hands-on experience
with the activation of the coral nursery and monitoring the corals’ health. As well as
altering the water temperature to witness the changes in person. This all encompasses an
active process of learning (Kolb 2015).
Demographics
This experiential activity is designed to be implemented at Quarry Hill Nature
Center which is located in the city of Rochester, Minnesota in Olmsted County. Quarry
Hill Nature Center hosts a variety of indoor and outdoor, year-round educational
programming for students of various ages (Tapp et al., 2017). This activity sequence is to
be hosted at Quarry Hill and attended by a school class (e.g. an elective science class)
throughout a semester as an ongoing, educational field trip experience. An alternative is
for the facility to offer this activity during the summer months as an open-enrollment
activity for students to take between school years.
The activity is intended for middle school-aged students in 7th or 8th grade (age
13 to 14) with no more than 16 students in attendance. The activity is to be facilitated by
Quarry Hill Nature Center staff along with the classroom teacher and teacher aides
assisting when applicable. Accommodations are made for English learner students and
students with learning difficulties by being paired with a facility aide as well as their
placement in an appropriate working group composition by the class’ teacher.
Olmsted County is a city with a population of 158,293 as of July 2019. The four
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largest ethnic groups in Olmsted are White at 83.6%, Black or African American at 6.9%,
Asian at 6.6%, and Hispanic or Latinx at 5.2%. There is 0% in Olmsted County that
speaks a non-English language and the median household income is just under $77k
(United States Census Bureau, 2019).
Timeline
This capstone project was devised in the spring of 2021. The first draft of chapters
1, 2, and 3 was completed on 1 May 2021. After extensive research and conversing with
experts on the topic of coral reef conservation and coral reef nurseries, the project activity
introduction lesson and guide were created. Various edits and revisions continued into
and throughout the fall of 2021. The final draft of the capstone and capstone project was
submitted for approval in December 2021.
Assessment
The lead facilitator at the learning center (or the students’ teacher if this project is
through a class) can assess students’ prior knowledge by a questionnaire to gain the scope
of what the students already know and what the students’ level of care and awareness is
for the marine environment. At the end of the project, the students are to be given the
same questionnaire which determines if their level of care for the ocean has increased.
Summary
This chapter described the different aspects of this project for the goal to increase
marine conservation investment in middle school-aged students. The research to support
experiential learning was presented with respect to the ocean literacy principles and Next
Generation Science Standards regarding ocean literacy. The intended participants and the
setting for this project are also presented along with the means for student assessment on
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reaching the main goal of the project. Chapter four culminates with a reflection on major
takeaways in creating this capstone project, a revisit to the literature review, possible
limitations of the project, options for continued work with the project, how the project
can benefit environmental educators, and an overall conclusion.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Reflection
Introduction
I grew up far from any coastline only to later live the life of a scuba instructor and
see the earth’s beautiful and fragile oceans firsthand. This has increased my love and
concern for the marine ecosystem. I often wonder if I had not been fortunate enough to
enter the scuba diving community, where would my level of care currently lie? Ocean
literacy is not a focus in U.S. schools, especially those that are inland. This is the main
focus that led to the creation of this experiential learning project to answer the question:
How can experiential education on the topic of coral reef restoration increase the
investment of land-locked, middle school students in marine conservation?
This chapter is my reflection on what I have learned through the process of
creating and writing this capstone project from my research. I reexamine my literature
review and the unfortunate confirmation of how much ocean literacy lacks in U.S.
schools and also revisit the benefits of experiential learning. This chapter also includes
the possible limitations of this project as well as prospects for future work and extensions
to the project. Finally, I discuss how this capstone project serves as a benefit to those in
environmental education.
Creation of the Capstone Project
In my research journey as a learner in my capstone project, I was already quite
aware of the importance of the marine environment along with the various threats it
faces. In my 9 years in the scuba industry, I have seen firsthand the effects of climate
change, pollution, and the devastation that is created. As I worked to create this project, I
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discovered and found connections to reasons why our ocean environment is in the state it
is in and why the status of it is not sounding alarms of extreme concern for society. I
realize a major part of change is not only in finding solutions to where we are now but
also in looking to where we have come from and seeing what needs to be altered to
continue proceeding in the right direction for the future.
I found the backward design framework of Understanding by Design (Wiggins &
McTighe, 2011) to be the most efficient way to ensure the experiential activity created
aligned with the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) for grades 5-8. I began with
the ultimate goal and desired result I hope to achieve from the students, then proceeded in
reverse which helped establish a solid foundation for the activity’s design.
Revisiting the Literature Review
Although I consider myself savvy in the field of the marine world, I was not
aware of the specific standards of ocean education such as the seven key principles of
ocean literacy (Cava et al., 2005). My knowledge of the ocean only came about when I
entered the scuba industry and though I recognized ocean literacy is not a highly-rated
subject of importance in schools, my specific research on the lack of ocean literacy in
U.S. schools along with the disconnect between the health of the oceans, carbon
pollution, and climate change (Ocean Project, 2009b, as cited in Plankis & Marrero,
2010), proved essential to support my reasoning for this capstone project.
My learnings from researching educational theorist, Kolb (2015), and his
experiential theory of active learning and experiential learning were fundamental for
successful learning outcomes. The benefits and support falling into the same theory as
Kolb were numerous stretching from earlier years with Dewey (1938), pressing to move
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away from the static and traditional teaching methods to Gerstein’s (2016) list of benefits
of implementing experiential education in the classroom. Finally, Robinson’s (2017)
journal on child development in the middle years advocated establishing participatory
instruction, metacognitive training, and social learning to fully develop the young
adolescent brain. All these proved important in the creation of the activity for my
capstone project and my desire to have it be a hands-on, experiential learning activity
versus a traditional curriculum of only lesson plans in a classroom setting.
Limitations
With this experiential learning activity being implemented at an environmental
learning center or other marine science centers, the hope is that the cost for the materials
can be funded by the facility, local government funds, and/or through grants awarded to
the facility. For this to be implemented at a public school would be costly and likely
beyond the average elective class budget. Along with location, the ease of availability of
supplies, especially coral frag bundles and tags could prove challenging to acquire.
This activity pairs very well with the optional introductory lesson plan I included
in the project, but as a stand-alone activity, the main points could be unintentionally
forfeited. If a science or environmental education class participates in this activity,
visiting the environmental learning center once a week, the classroom teacher will need
to supplement the remaining days in the classroom with continued lessons appertaining to
the marine ecosystem as to not disengage students from thinking about their coral frag
growing activity.
One other potential limitation to this project is the possibility that one or more
students fully accept that corals are animals, and therefore, could be against participating
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in the project where intentional discomfort is placed on the coral frags. The facilitator and
teachers need to be mindful of any student who is sensitive to this activity and should
have alternative options available so learning the science behind the activity can still be
achieved. For example, if the student does not want to handle the corals, the student could
join a pair of students and still participate by making and sharing observations and
recording the observed data. The facilitators could also have a variety of books and
informational videos on corals for the student to reference. Regardless, the facilitator and
teachers must be extremely cognizant of the health of the corals so the coral frags do not
pass the point beyond recovery.
Possible Future Work
Global warming alters the ocean and causes harm to the marine ecosystem by
raising its temperatures. However, there are other substantial ways the ocean changes as
global warming continues which also causes upset to the ocean environment. As we
continue to burn fossil fuels, the carbon dioxide levels increase in the atmosphere and
these gasses dissolve into the ocean. As this occurs, the pH levels in the water decreases
which in turn makes the ocean more acidic and unable to hold calcium carbonate.
Numerous marine species — especially corals — need calcium carbonate to grow strong
exoskeletons and protective shells (Mollica et al., 2018).
This experiential activity can be expanded by adding a third tank and increasing
the water’s acidity level thus lowering the amount of calcium carbonate in the water. The
activity could also be repeated and remain with only using two tanks where the
temperature of both tanks remains constant and only the acidity level increases in the
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second tank. For this additional option, the recommended coral frags should be changed
to feature hard corals such as staghorn corals.
The Benefit to Environmental Educators
My aspiration for this capstone project is that it provides a unique and creative
hands-on exercise to environmental education teachers who would like to go beyond
teaching in the traditional classroom setting. Even more so, I want this to be a strong
engagement to assist educators teaching in land-locked areas who may struggle with how
to increase ocean literacy in the schools that lie far from the coastline. My desire is that
those who teach environmental education look beyond the environment that lies in their
backyard. As strongly supported from my literature review, experiential learning is an
immensely efficacious method for students to not only learn but also retain knowledge
(Dodge, 2009). With this project getting students out of their chairs and involving more
than their eyes and ears, I hope the findings and emotions they experience from their
learning stay with them for years to come.
Summary
This final chapter has served as the central reflection in the creation and research
of my capstone project that aimed to answer the question: How can experiential
education on the topic of coral reef restoration increase the investment of land-locked,
middle school students in marine conservation? I learned that the topic of ocean literacy
holds low importance in U.S. schools and I found connections between this lack of ocean
knowledge that continues and contributes to the lack of marine environment awareness in
U.S. citizens. I reviewed and highlighted topics of my literature review that supported my
project and also considered possible impediments that may occur when implementing the
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experiential activity. Finally, I discussed how this project could be expanded in
continuing ocean literacy education and the ways it benefits those in the environmental
education profession.
Our planet continues to change for various reasons and if more inhabitants have
an ecocentric mindset they will believe nature and the environment do not simply serve
the purpose to benefit humans; they will believe that all forms of life on the planet
including the waters and various ecosystems should be cared for and protected. With
ocean proximity serving as a challenge, this experiential activity is hopefully a huge step
in creating future stewards of the ocean — those who act and protect — regardless of
where they live on the planet.
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